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Roland Arsenault provided critical support for the GeoZui4D / libgz
infrastructure used by GeoCoastPilot version 1. GeoZui is a 3D graphical
programming environment that also supports time. GeoZui was developed by
the Data Visualization Research Lab of CCOM/JHC at the University of New
Hampshire.

A brief introduction to CCOM/JHC for people not familiar with the
organization. The group started in 1999/2000 and is located near the
coast in Durham, NH. UNH has marine facilities at Jackson Estuarine
Labs in Little Bay and Newcastle, NH.

http://vislab-ccom.unh.edu/GeoZui4D/

For more detailed information on the ongoing research at CCOM/JHC,
please see our annual progress reports at http://ccom.unh.edu/index.php?
p=2|50|85&page=about_us/annual_reports.php For example, the 2007
report: http://ccom.unh.edu/about_us/reports/
2007_ccom_progressReport.pdf
Kurt Schwehr heads up the Chart of the Future (CotF) theme. This
theme looks at a wide range of research tasks to improve information
handling in the maritime environment. This ranges from what
information mariners use while at sea to what they have available while
planning prior to work on the water. However, the research does not stop
there. It includes tools for shore side monitoring of vessel activities and
long term planning for those managing the support infrastructures that
allow waterways to function smoothly.
We work with NOAA, USCG, NASA, state & local agencies, and
mariners of all types to create a broad range of possible solutions. With
our industrial partners (e.g. Caris and ICAN Marine), we work to bring
the research from the technology demonstration phase to deployment and
use in maritime operations.

The information needed by mariners is strongly influenced by the task
that they are currently engaged in, the environmental conditions, their
knowledge of the area, the intricacies of the local environment, the
instruments available, and number of crew on board. What works for
one mariner may not work for others. For example, dredgers, pilots, and
fisherman all have different needs. Additionally, it is likely that the most
common navigational aids across all vessels types (ranging from kayaks
to large tankers) are now the personal cell phone and GPS units.

CCOM/JHC aims to take traditional products that work well and
integrate them with more modern techniques. Here we have the Raster
Nautical Chart (RNC/BSB) from NOAA showing the entrance to
Portsmouth Harbor, NH.

For example, some maritime tasks may be better suited to a blended
chart and multibeam shaded relief model of bathymetry. Other tasks
might decimate the chart to just a safe water contour, the shoreline, and
the key buoys.

At CCOM/JHC, we view the Chart of the Future as a blend of
technologies, both old and new, that bring the right information to the
mariner for the task at hand. For example, vessels attempting to bring in
the maximum cargo with small under-keel clearances will benefit from
nowcast and forecast water level displays. The system provides realtime
AIS water level messages to TCARI for onboard finite element based
safe-water contour determination by comparison to a high resolution
multibeam bathymetry.

Please download and try the demonstration software: GeoCoastPilot.
Version 1 of the GeoCoastPilot illustrates what might be done with
future versions of Coast Pilot / Sailing Directions style nautical
publications. The demonstration covers Portsmouth, NH. The site was
chosen based on the proximity to our research facilities.

While going through the following slides, keep these topics in mind.
Future nautical publications may require much more data to be collected
in the field, but with proper automation, it may be possible for the
workload to actually be less that what it currently takes to maintain the
documents and keep them current.

This is view of a current sailing directions nautical publication. It exists
in both physical print form and as a digital PDF. Up till now, these
publications were limited to what can be presented in a paper form. It
had to be a one size fits all document. We want to preserve the quality of
the existing publication and at the same time, allow these documents to
provide additional capabilities, information, and display types if the
vessel has a computer or other flexible display device available.

One concept explored by Andres Millan while he was working on his
Masters at Univ. of New Brunswick is the idea of providing videos with
a narrator explaining what the mariner is seeing. Additionally, the video
is overlaid with markings to highlight key features. In this movie, the
video focuses on the view from an aircraft.

This second video by Andres Millan focuses on the view from the water
and the features as they might look when viewed from a vessel.
Especially interesting is to see directional arrows on top of the water and
at one point the video blends into 3D bathymetry to show the rocks
inside of a buoy that should be avoided. This is a dramatic emphasis on
following the routing on the chart.

http://www.omg.unb.ca/omg/papers/Millan_Andres_USHydro07.pdf
http://gge.unb.ca./Pubs/TR254.pdf
http://gge.unb.ca./Pubs/TR254InnerApproachToSaintJohn.swf

For more information, please see his paper from the US Hydro 2007
conference or his Masters Thesis entitled Sailing Directions in Digital
Format: An Opportunity for Enriched Media and Information Content.
http://www.omg.unb.ca/omg/papers/Millan_Andres_USHydro07.pdf
http://gge.unb.ca./Pubs/TR254.pdf
http://gge.unb.ca./Pubs/TR254TheChannelIntoTheHarbour.swf

CCOM and the VisLab have created the GeoCoastPilot to demonstrate
and test a number of concepts. The key focus has been to increase the
amount of georeferencing that goes along with any feature or area in the
nautical publication. Think of this as geospatial hyperlinks as you might
find on an internet web page. Anything in the text that is a place should
be a clickable link to the location in a view of the world or chart.
Anything in the chart that has a reference in the text should be linkable
back to the text. Additionally, any feature or location that has additional
information in other charts or tables, should be able to have that
information brought into the interface when that feature is selected by
the operator (e.g. light lists and S57 object information).
We believe that there are many different ways that this information could
be linked, but by providing an instance of one particular display style, we
aim to give the community something from which to spark discussion
and debate within the community as to what might be possible. For
example, here we have a 3D application, but what might need to change
if the interface was purely 2D with only a map view?

For those reading this presentation after the working group, please
download and try out the application. If you are not able to run the
software, take a look at a video of an older version on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uyqwt1oM7Jg
S-57 are vector based electronic charts (ENC). GeoCoastPilot can
display both the raster (RNC) and vector data at the same time. The
software comes with a copy of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
and can download updates when it starts if an internet connection is
available. With the multirama images, the images switch to a flat,
unscaled mode when in map view.

We will now take a look under the hood at how we think the nautical
publications workflow might be in the future. In this case, we drive the
whole process with an XML markup language that contains the text of
the Coast Pilot with added information.

We start with the text of an existing nautical publication - in this case,
NOAA Coast Pilot Volume 1.

The initial task is to identify all features in the Coast Pilot text.

Using dictionaries, capitalization, name databases, and formatting (bold
words), it is possible to catch most of the features. Key features are
often presenting in bold text.

Once the features are tagged, we have to create a database of where these
features are located and create a unique name. For example, there may
be several “Rocky Point” features in an area.

When we see a reference to the Code of Federal Regulations, we replace
it with a tag. Note that we have kept the presentation out of the markup.
The style can be added outside of the XML content document. This the
same idea as Cascading Styles Sheets (CSS) used with HTML to make
web pages.

The overall system then becomes a combination of the Coast Pilot XML
form combined with the Feature Table. The GeoCoastPilot then brings
in the USCG Light List, S-57 Chart information, and the Code of Federal
Regulations. The GeoCoastPilot application has a built in stylerendering system that creates a consistent looking text representation and
matches feature and CFR references to the supporting files.

We see the GeoCoastPilot as just one instance in the framework.
Combining the data sources that are included in the appendices of the
Coast Pilot into the chain, the publishing system can drive the production
of computer interfaces (such as the GeoCoastPilot) and the traditional
nautical publication in paper and/or PDF form.

To provide the extra images to create the multiramas of key landmarks,
we have to collect images from the field. We have been working on
improving the processing method to reduce the amount of work
involved. Matt and Kurt collected 3000 images through all of Boston
Harbor in one day. Tools such as GPS and compass equipped cameras
make the data collection easier. The rest of the processing still takes a
substantial amount of time, but this will likely be reduced as we create
tools to help with the tasks.
This is similar to the Google Street View cars that travel the roads
collecting georeferenced imagery. Unlike Street View, we do not want to
give the mariner every possible image. We need to distill the images
down to those critical to maritime operations and the context of
operating a vessel in the area.

Here is a preview generated for one GPS enabled camera as we transited
through one corner of Boston Harbor. The 2nd version of the
GeoCoastPilot will cover Boston Harbor.

To complete the process for a region, the nautical publication text has to
be marked up with XML codes, the feature names need to be normalized,
and it all has to be organized into a repository.

Once the key images have been identified and grouped by feature, we
can begin building the multirama objects. Here is the USCG station and
lighthouse at Newcastle, NH.

The necessity to collect and update all this information may lead to new
methods of data entry. We think there is a potential for wiki type
interfaces where the community can help contribute their knowledge to
upcoming editions of nautical publications. Local mariners have the
most experience in many waterways and know first when there are
changes to the waterways that impact them.

This is just the first attempt at implementing a new generation of nautical
publications. We hope that the international community looks at this as a
place to start discussions on what is needed at all levels of the process
and how these tools may be able to keep assisting mariners to effectively
utilize the marine environment. We believe that creating an XML
distribution method will spur developments of all types of tools built
around nautical publications, from value-added cruising guides through
to 3D user interfaces.

This first step is the evaluation of the GeoCoastPilot and the XML
infrastructure. We have begun the process, but encourage everyone to
participate either through contacting us with your feedback or
conducting your own evaluation.

From here, we would like to present some ideas that may influence the
production and use of nautical publications in the future.

The Marine Information for Safety and Law Enforcement (MISLE)
system provides the USCG a database of incidents that occur under
United States jurisdiction. A subset of these incidents are investigated
and released to the public. A portion of the public incident records
contain information about issues faced by mariners on the waterway (as
opposed to things like mechanical failures of vessels). As authors work
on future additions of nautical publications, it may be helpful to provide
these incidents in an easy to use form such as a Google Earth KML. The
authors can then see where text modification might reduce the chances of
further incidents.

This is an example of one incident in the Elizabeth River adjacent to the
SNPWG 10 meeting. This particular incident was a line handling issue
and has little bearing on nautical publications, but demonstrates how the
interface can link the cryptic summary to the complete investigation
available on the USCG web site.

This is one day of vessel traffic in the Hampton Roads, VA area. Having
a clear view of where vessels are going and the traffic density might
impact decisions about future nautical publication text. Are there areas
of the waterway that are safe, but under-utilized? Are there vessels
getting too close to hazards of navigation?

It is easy to add S-57 chart data to the AIS traffic display. This is an
older version of EarthNC for the entrance to Delaware Bay.

Summary plots of vessel density over extended periods of time and
broken out by vessel type may be more useful.
An animated version of this slide is available on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvtMuF945dA

Also useful will be statistics such as vessel draft. These parameters may
shift over time and necessitate changes in the text guiding mariners.

Using other datasets, it is also possible to look out farther than the
regional limits of AIS (20-40km) and see the global ship patterns. This
information may help mariners coming from other countries. For
example, in this image it is possible to see a ferry transiting frequently
across a key area (denoted by the dense group of pink lines running
inside the yellow circle).

The Coast Pilot includes tide and current summary tables in the
appendices. However, it is becoming possible to present realtime
visualizations of operational models of currents to work with the wellestablished weather displays. Shown here is FlowVis by Colin Ware
displayed in NOAA’s nowCOAST. These visualizations should be
available to the public in the near future.

Outside of the traditional radio, TV, weather fax, and web page delivery
mechanisms, it is now possible to present these in a virtual globe such as
Google Earth.

http://nowcoast.noaa.gov

NOAA’s Pydro demonstrating receiving realtime AIS waterlevel
messages. Pydro uses TCARI to build a finite element model of the
water surface. The water surface is differenced against a high resolution
bathymetric survey grid to create safe the safe water contour based on
the vessel’s draught. This demonstration does NOT use ENC depth
areas.
Down the road when these types of information services are available,
what should the Coast Pilot provide as supporting material to help the
mariners understand the system?

Right now, there are two active AIS test beds running the United States.
The US meteorology and hydrography message is being tested in Tampa,
FL and a timed area notice (TAN) for right whale acoustic detections is
being broadcast in the Boston Harbor approaches. The rules that apply
to these kinds of data are rapidly changing. How can nautical
publications support the communication to the mariner and keep up with
the pace of change with the rules?
http://listenforwhales.org

Animation available on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo2fLnW7vr8

Brennen et al 2007
New technologies such as vessel mounted side-looking LIDAR will be
generating vast amounts of data about waterways. How can we use this
data to help mariners. The datasets are large and not helpful in their raw
form. In the vast point clouds are key details about aids to navigation,
piers and other support infrastructure providing as much information as
was captured with traditional “as-built” studies.
An as-built is a design document created after the fact that is taken from
an existing structure to show how the structure was actually built. Over
time, this can differ significantly from the original plans and the changes
may not be well documented.

In this presentation, we focused on the concept of a multirama and 2D
imagery. 3D models of structures provide different tradeoffs and a high
cost to develop. Solutions in the future may include a mix of multirama
and 3D model information and may allow the mariner to pick which type
of presentation suits their needs. As evidenced by the simulators at
maritime training facilities and in virtual globes (e.g. Google Earth), 3D
models are becoming more common.

Please don’t hesitate to contact me with question or feedback.

